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Add One Letter at a Time

Start with the letter given and add one letter at a time, using the definitions as clues.
Sometimes the letters will need to be rearranged to make the new word.

I. Start with  e 
1. masculine pronoun  
2. an article 
3. opposite of coldness 
4. grain used for flour 

II. Start with  n 
1. not off 
2. 2,000 pounds 
3. short letter 
4. pebble, rock 

III. Start with  d 
1. accomplish 
2. female deer 
3. finished 
4. type of bee 

IV. Start with  t 
1. preposition 
2. did sit 
3. takes in food 
4. flavor 

V. Start with  r 
1. either 
2. metal 
3. ripped 
4. market 

VI. Start with  b 
1. to exist  
2. wager 
3. cut with teeth 
4. Indian group 

VII. Start with  m 
1. myself 
2. encountered 
3. hours, days, years, etc. 
4. deserve 

VIII.Start with  m 
1. you are, I 
2. small rug 
3. carnivore’s food 
4. hot vapor 

IX. Start with  l 
1. sixth note of scale 
2. boy 
3. guide 
4. postpone 

X. Start with  t 
1. that thing 
2. take a seat 
3. strikes a blow 
4. change position 
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I Once Knew a Gnu!

Words that sound alike but are spelled differently and have different meanings are
called homonyms. Read each pair of definitions below and complete the puzzle with the
correct homonyms.

A. 1. Across: a hole in the ground made by 
an animal

4. Across: a small donkey
B. 2. Down: fish eggs

5. Down: a line of people or things
C. 3. Down: a trick or scheme

9. Across: short period of time
D. 4. Down: empty

1. Down: lowest rank of nobility
E. 18. Down: with the voice

19. Across: permitted
F. 11. Across: falsehood

10. Across: strong alkaline solution
G. 7. Down: to yield or give up

15. Across: plant embryo
H. 12. Across: recent

23. Down: large African antelope

I. 14. Across: a long fish net
15. Down: mentally healthy

J. 8. Down: pleasant odor
16. Down: 1/100 of a dollar

K. 7. Across: a sea voyage
16. Across: groups of men who 

work together
L. 24. Across: waves that break on 

the shore
17. Down: peasant who belongs to 

the land
M. 13. Down: sharpen

20. Down: covered with moisture
N. 23. Across: to cover with gold

6. Down: an early organization of workers
O. 22. Across: one of the five parts at 

the end of a foot
21. Across: to pull by rope or chain
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Building Words

Combine the words which match the first two definitions to make a word which will
match the third definition. The third word may not be pronounced exactly like the two
short words. The first one has been done for you.

1. thus:  so  + cover:  lid = no liquid  solid 
2. automobile: + tame animal: = large rug 
3. small insect: + bottom of dress: = national song 
4. moved swiftly: + a bag: = search 
5. Hawaiian garland: + certain: = idle time 
6. short sleep: + relative: = protective cloth 
7. not against: + melody: = wealth 
8. skillet or pot: + attempt: = storage closet 
9. smoked pork: + ridicule: = swinging bed 

10. us: + wicked: = small beetle 
11. fourth musical note: + belonging to me: = starvation 
12. taxi: + not out: = small rustic house 
13. automobile: + decay: = vegetable 
14. pet animal: + pa’s wife: = established opinions 
15. put on: + either: = one who gives 
16. therefore: + fourth musical note: = couch 
17. opposite of yes: + very angry: = wanderer 
18. animal hair: + not short: = 220 yards 
19. you are, I: + utilize: = entertain 
20. male: + either: = large home 
21. automobile: + by: = gem measurement 
22. mark left by wound: + allow: = bright red 
23. accomplishment: + she: = plume 
24. presently: + at this place: = not at any place 
25. animal pelt: + either: = frenzy 




